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THE OAKS

“Amelia”

TEASER

SFX:  Drip.......drip.......drip.......drip.

FADE IN:

INT. MASTER BEDROOM - EARLY MORNING

In the darkness:

Drip.......drip.......drip.

DAN’S VOICE
Are you awake?

HOLLIS’ VOICE
All night. 

Drip.......drip.......drip.

HOLLIS’ VOICE (CONT’D)
Not a good sign is it?  Our first 
night in the new house...

As the scene progresses our eyes adjust to the MOONLIGHT and 
we see Dan and Hollis more clearly.  Both are mid-thirties, 
attractive and totally into each other.   

HOLLIS
It doesn’t even feel like ours does 
it?  

DAN
I know.  It feels like a hotel, or 
like we’re house sitting for a 
friend.

HOLLIS
Tell me again we did the right 
thing.

Dan strokes her hair.

DAN
We definitely did the right thing.  



HOLLIS
You’re just saying that.

DAN
We’re gonna raise a family here.  
The best years of our life are 
gonna be in this house.  It’s 
perfect for us.  Or at least it 
will be.

He kisses her, holds her.   

HOLLIS
You ever wonder about all the 
people who lived here before us? 

DAN
Not really.

HOLLIS
All the things that happened we’ll 
never know about.

DAN
What’s to know?  There was probably 
a little of this...

He kisses her neck.  She relaxes into him.

HOLLIS
Yeah?

DAN
A little of this...

He kisses her chest.

The CAMERA PANS away from them toward the WINDOW.

HOLLIS (O.S.)
If these walls could talk.

DAN  (O.S.)
At least the ones we haven’t torn 
down.

Once we land on the window a YOUNG WOMAN in her twenties 
walks INTO FRAME and opens it.  She has a hollow, worn out 
face for someone so young.   Her name is SARAH.

She’s incredibly intent, listening for something outside, but 
all we can hear is the WIND blowing the Oak trees.
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SARAH
Did you hear that?  

Only the WIND is heard.

SARAH (CONT’D)
There.

Again, only the WIND.

SARAH (CONT’D)
Mike?

She turns around revealing a DIFFERENT BED than the one we 
saw earlier.  In the bed lies her sleeping husband, MIKE, 
twenties, crew cut, athletic, wholesome.

SARAH (CONT’D)
...I’m sorry.

We FOLLOW Sarah as she leaves the bedroom when Madonna’s 
“Holiday” STARTS BLARING.  The CAMERA WHIPS AROUND to the 
source; a radio alarm clock alerting us it’s SIX A.M.

Next to the alarm is yet ANOTHER BED where FRANK and MOLLY 
sleep.  They’re both mid-forties and look this worn out all 
day long.  They reluctantly get up.

INT. MASTER BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

“Holiday” CONTINUES over:

Molly sits on the toilet but nothing happens.  Probably 
because Frank is standing over her waiting.

MOLLY
Go away.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL - MOMENTS LATER

Frank tries another door but it’s locked.

BRIAN (O.S.)
I’m taking a dump!  Jesus!

INT. DOWNSTAIRS HALL - MOMENTS LATER

Frank opens another door and SEES-- 

An EIGHT YEAR OLD GIRL sitting on the toilet.
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LUCY
Morning daddy!

Frank closes the door.

INT. UPSTAIRS BATHROOM - SHOWER - LATER

Molly lets the hot water pound her face.  Frank walks into 
the shower and gently pushes her out.  As Frank reaches for 
the shampoo he can’t help but notice a GIANT BALL OF HAIR 
sticking to the wall of the shower.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Molly picks up Frank’s clothes off the floor.  His undershirt 
has dark yellow stains and his boxers have a six inch tear.

EXT. SIDE YARD - CONTINUOUS

Molly throws Frank’s clothes in the trashcan.  As she walks 
away the CAMERA FINDS Sarah walking through the back yard and 
FOLLOWS her.

EXT. BACKYARD - EARLY MORNING

Sarah walks through the densely wooded area just behind the 
house.  The WIND and LEAVES blow all around her.  She’s 
trying to follow something or someone but has no indication 
where to go.

Then she hears it.  A FAINT VOICE.  It could be anywhere 
because the wind is blowing so hard.   

VOICE (O.S.)
...sarah...

Sarah desperately follows this voice.  She runs through the 
Oak trees.  

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
...sarah...

She trips and falls over a dead tree, the dirt soiling her 
nightgown.  She gets up and continues running when--

VOICE (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Sarah!
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She turns around and sees her husband, Mike.  It’s as if she 
doesn’t recognize him for a moment.

MIKE
Sarah, what’s going on?  

SARAH
I heard her. 

MIKE
(tense)

...come back inside.

SARAH
She was calling my name.

MIKE
...that was me.

SARAH
No.

MIKE
(definitive)

That was me.

They stand there in SILENCE.  Only the WIND is heard.  Then 
Mike walks back to the house.  Sarah, embarrassed and  
confused, follows.

They walk past the side yard as the CAMERA VEERS OFF and 
PUSHES IN through the kitchen window.

INT. KITCHEN - EARLY MORNING

Molly makes lunches as Lucy plays with her doll.  A small TV 
is on in the b.g..   

TV
“Good Morning America.  It’s 
Thursday June 4th, 1987.  I’m David 
Hartman and with me are...”

LUCY
Mommy?  Can Amelia come to school 
with me?

FRANK (O.S.)
MOLLY!

MOLLY
Eat your breakfast sweetheart.
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LUCY
Can she?

MOLLY
Yes.  If you eat your breakfast 
Amelia can go to school with you.

BRIAN, a skinny fourteen year old with mousse filled hair, 
runs in and out the door.

BRIAN
Who’s Amelia?

MOLLY
Brain, your lunch!

Too late, he’s gone.

FRANK (O.S.)
WHERE’S MY BLUE SHIRT?

Molly sighs, already frustrated and the day is an hour old.  
The CAMERA FOLLOWS her as she walks--

INT. STAIRWAY - CONTINUOUS

Up the staircase.

MOLLY
I’m coming!

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL

And down the hall.  She opens the bedroom door and WE SEE--

INT. MASTER BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS

Hollis and Dan in bed having sex.  A Blackberry DING goes 
off.

DAN
Don’t get it.

DING.

HOLLIS
I have to.  Keep going.

Hollis grabs her BLACKBERRY off a box next to the bed.
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INSERT SCREEN:  “June 4th 2007”

Hollis types as Dan continues their lovemaking.

DAN
This is a new low.

HOLLIS
I can multi-task.

Just as Dan is about to climax, Hollis SEES A MAN IN WHITE 
HOVERING IN THE WINDOW.

She SCREAMS and pushes Dan off the bed.

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
The window, the window!

Dan covers himself up and runs to the window.  He looks out 
and WE SEE--

EXT. SIDE YARD - EARLY MORNING

Sarah walking back to the house as a PAPER BOY rides by and 
throws a paper in the front yard.

EXT. FRONT YARD - CONTINUOUS

Sarah walks to the front yard and picks up the newspaper.

INSERT FRONT PAGE: 

“THE OAKS VOICE  SUNDAY  JUNE 4 1967”

Sarah turns around to go inside and we PULL BACK TO REVEAL 
the house.

It’s a large two and a half story Colonial Revival.  Columns 
frame the front porch, a row of windows symmetrically lines 
the second floor and an attic window pokes through the 
shingle roof.  

As we MOVE IN toward the house PAST Sarah, Molly comes out 
the front door with a lunch box.  As she walks down the front 
steps Sarah is gone and we see the house behind her is the 
SAME HOUSE only twenty years older.  

The paint is worn, the roof needs to be replaced and the 
porch is littered with bikes, toys and outdoor equipment.
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Molly walks to the street where Brian is waiting for the bus.  
She gives him his lunchbox.

BRIAN
I told you no more lunchboxes.

MOLLY
...I’ll go get a bag.

DAN (O.S.)
What the hell!?

The CAMERA WHIP PANS to the house, which is now ANOTHER 
TWENTY YEARS OLDER and under construction.  Scaffolding 
surrounds the exterior where SEVERAL PAINTERS, all dressed in 
white, strip old paint off the wood.   

Dan and Hollis stand outside half naked.  

THE MAN IN THE WINDOW, just one of the painters, apologizes 
profusely.

MAN IN THE WINDOW
Sr. Tom nos dijo siete a punto, 
siete a punto! 

DAN
What’s he saying?

HOLLIS
Tom told everyone to start at 
seven.

(to the Man)
Está bien.  No se preocupa. Es 
nuestra culpa. 

He goes back to work with the rest of the crew.  Dan and 
Hollis finally take a breath.  They turn around and look at 
their wreck of a house.  

DAN
Home sweet home.

As Dan and Hollis make their way back inside we PAN UP the 
house and it’s MAGICALLY RESTORED to the original facade.  
The scaffolding fades away, the white paint returns.  We stop 
at the bedroom window where Sarah continues to linger, 
listening, waiting as the wind continues to blow. 

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT. KITCHEN (2007) - DAY

There is no kitchen.  It’s been completely gutted.  Only the 
yellow paint is familiar to the kitchen we saw in 1987.  But 
there is a coffee maker.  And several WORKERS making NOISE.

Dan and Hollis drink coffee and work their blackberries.

HOLLIS
I have a telephone conference at 
noon. 

DAN
Then we have the baby nurse at two.

HOLLIS
Tomorrow I need to make an 
appearance at the office then I’ve 
got dinner with a client.  

DAN
Great.  I’ll check out the Flash 
expo at the Convention Center.   

HOLLIS
Friday?

DAN
Another baby nurse at nine.

HOLLIS
Can she reschedule, I’m supposed to 
get the amnio--what’s that smell?

Hollis sees a Worker painting a wall.  She goes over and 
picks up his giant paint can of KILLZ.  Her face goes blank 
with rage.

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
Dónde está Tom?

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (2007) - CONTINUOUS

Hollis marches upstairs, with Dan following, toward a MAN 
smoking a cigarette while painting a wall.  This is their 
contractor TOM.  He’s large, intimidating and has enormous 
contempt for his employers.   
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HOLLIS
What is this?   

Tom just stares at her then looks at the paint can.

TOM
(bitch)

KILLZ.

HOLLIS
KILLZ.  I thought we were only 
using non-toxic paints. 

Tom takes a drag on his cigarette.

TOM
(bitch)

My bad.

HOLLIS
And would you mind not smoking in 
the house?

TOM
(bitch)

...Sure.

He reluctantly puts his cigarette out.

Tom looks at Dan like he’s a big pussy.  Dan feels like one 
at the moment so he gives Tom his best man-nod and follows 
his wife back downstairs.

OFF THE WHITE PAINT...

MATCH CUT TO:

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (1967) - DAY

A roller dips into a pool of WHITE PAINT.

Mike paints a small portion of the wall in the hallway.  His 
face, like always, gives nothing away.

SARAH (O.S.)
Mike?

He turns to see Sarah then goes back to painting the wall.

SARAH (CONT’D)
What are you doing?
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MIKE
It needed another coat.

SARAH
...No it didn’t.

SILENCE.  He continues painting, she continues watching him, 
the tension between them building.

SARAH (CONT’D)
I called Father Maloney.  Like you 
asked me to.

He keeps painting the wall.

SARAH (CONT’D)
He said I could see him today.

MIKE
Good.

SARAH
He wants you to come.

BEAT.  Mike puts down the roller.

MIKE
Why?

SARAH
...why?

MIKE
You’re the one who needs to talk to 
someone.   I’m doing fine.

SARAH
Fine?  You can’t even look at me.

Mike doesn’t move.

SARAH (CONT’D)
You haven’t looked at me since...

MIKE
That’s not true.

SILENCE.

SARAH
Look at me and you don’t have to 
go.
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He stares straight ahead at the wall.  Only his eyes reveal 
the struggle underneath.

SARAH (CONT’D)
Just look at me.

He can’t move.  Even if he wanted to, he can’t.  Both of them 
realize they’re even further apart than they thought.

SARAH (CONT’D)
Let me know when you’re ready.

She walks away.  Mike stares at the blank wall.

INT. KITCHEN (1987) - DAY

Frank walks in dressed for work as Molly looks for a bag.

FRANK
What’s happening?

MOLLY
Your son is too cool to use a 
lunchbox.

BRIAN
I’m gonna miss my bus.

LUCY
Amelia’s coming to school with me.

FRANK
Who’s Amelia?

Frank pours himself a cup of coffee.  Molly finds a large 
brown grocery bag and gives to Brian.

MOLLY
Here.

BRIAN
No way.

MOLLY
Fine.  Starve.

Brian grudgingly puts his food in the giant lunch bag and 
leaves.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
I’m going to kill him.

FRANK
Take an aerobics class.
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MOLLY
Because I’m fat?

FRANK
Because you’re stressed.

BEAT.  Molly makes sure Lucy isn’t listening.

MOLLY
...We haven’t had sex in almost a 
month.

Frank doesn’t know how to respond to that.

FRANK
...okay.

MOLLY
We should do it tonight.

FRANK
...okay.

MOLLY
So don’t eat too much at work.

FRANK
...okay.

OFF FRANK, wishing he stayed upstairs. 

EXT. FRONT YARD (1987) - SAME TIME

Brian waits on the sidewalk for the bus.  His next-door 
neighbor JESSICA waits for the bus in front of her house.  
She’s also fourteen but very developed for her age.  Brian 
acts like he doesn’t see her.

A SHORT BUS (for the disabled) pulls up in front of Jessica’s 
house.

JESSICA
See you at school Brian.

He ignores her.  Like he does everyday.

INT. LIVING ROOM (2007) - DAY

The floors are covered in heavy paper and furniture is 
haphazardly stacked on top of each other.
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Hollis and Dan interview a BABY NURSE (40s). 

DAN
Sorry about the mess--

HOLLIS
We just moved in yesterday--

DAN
But all the parenting blogs said 
you were the best--

HOLLIS
So we really wanted to meet you.  

The Baby Nurse smiles.  Hollis and Dan don’t really know how 
to do this.

DAN
So what exactly...do you do?

BABY NURSE
Are you looking for twenty-four 
hour care or eight to twelve hour 
shifts at night?

Dan and Hollis look at each other unsure.

HOLLIS
(back to the Baby Nurse)

What do you recommend?

BABY NURSE
It depends what your experience 
with infants are--

DAN
None--

BABY NURSE
And what you anticipate your needs 
will be.

Dan and Hollis look at each other again, they have no idea 
what they’ll need.

HOLLIS
...We want to sleep at night.

DAN
Yeah, that’s right, we do.
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HOLLIS
But I still want to breast-feed.

BABY NURSE
Will you be feeding on demand or on 
a schedule?

HOLLIS
...I don’t know, I haven’t thought 
about it yet.

BABY NURSE
Well, you have plenty of time.  I’m 
a registered nurse so any questions 
you have will--

DAN
What do you think about the 
amniocentesis or CVS tests?

HOLLIS
Dan.

DAN
What?  She’s a nurse--

HOLLIS
We already decided--

DAN
I just want a second opinion.

HOLLIS
My appointment’s on Friday--

DAN
(back to the nurse)

But weighing the risk to the fetus 
verses the knowledge--

HOLLIS
We’re not talking about this now.

DAN
...Okay.

BEAT.  The Baby Nurse tries to lighten the mood.

BABY NURSE
So...have you thought of names yet?

Dan and Hollis get even tenser.
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DAN
That’s actually another bone of 
contention--

HOLLIS
(forced smile)

I hate it when he speaks in 
hyperbole--

DAN
We’ve gone through every name in 
the English language--

HOLLIS
There he goes.

DAN
But can’t agree on anything.

HOLLIS
(to the nurse)

We don’t usually argue this much.

DAN
Only when we talk about the baby.

Forced laughter and smiles from Hollis and Dan.  The Baby 
Nurse looks terrified.

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - LATER

They watch the Baby Nurse get into her car.

HOLLIS
I didn’t like her.

DAN
Me either.

In the b.g. a CHAINSAW stops and starts.

DAN (CONT’D)
Now what?

INT. STAIRWAY (1987) - DAY

Molly comes running down the stairs in her aerobics outfit,  
complete with leg-warmers and headband.  

She grabs her keys and is about to head out the door when--
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THE PHONE RINGS

She debates getting it.   

INT. KITCHEN (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Molly gets the phone.

MOLLY
(on phone)

Hello?...This is she...Yes, Lucy’s 
my daughter, is she all right? 
...She what?

Molly looks horrified.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
(on phone)

I’ll be right there.

EXT. SIDE YARD (2007) - DAY

Dan and Hollis walk over to Tom who is smoking by the side of 
the house.

DAN
What’s going on?

TOM
See for yourself.

He indicates a GIANT OAK TREE off to the side of the yard.  A 
WORKER revs up his chainsaw and approaches the tree to cut it 
down.  When he gets an inch away from the tree the chainsaw 
STOPS.  When he pulls it away from the tree it STARTS AGAIN.  
He brings it close to the tree and it STOPS, pulls it away 
and it STARTS.

TOM (CONT’D)
That tree don’t wanna be cut down.

He smiles.

OFF DAN AND HOLLIS...

INT. ELEMENTARY SCHOOL (1987) - DAY

Frank and Molly (still in her aerobics outfit) sit in a small 
office with Lucy and PRINCIPLE READ, 40s.  Lucy and Principle 
Read are both a little wet.   
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PRINCIPLE READ
The sprinkler system ran for over 
two hours.  The entire building was 
flooded.  The Fire Department sent 
three vehicles, the water damage 
alone--

FRANK
And you’re sure it was Lucy?

PRINCIPLE READ
Several students saw her pull the 
alarm.

MOLLY
(to Lucy)

I don’t understand, what were you 
thinking?

Lucy doesn’t say anything.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
(to Principle Read)

This is so unlike her.  I don’t 
know what to say.

PRINCIPLE READ
The fact that she won’t apologize 
or show any sign of remorse leaves 
me no choice but to suspend her for 
the rest of the week.

MOLLY
Wait wait--

FRANK
Lucy, tell Mr. Read you’re sorry.  
Right now.

Lucy doesn’t say anything.

MOLLY
Lucy.

LUCY
...but I didn’t do it.

PRINCIPLE READ
(harsh)

You were seen pulling the fire 
alarm.
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LUCY
But it wasn’t me.   

MOLLY
Then who was it?

Lucy doesn’t want to say anymore but knows she has to.

LUCY
Amelia.

SILENCE.  Frank and Molly look at each other, confused.

MOLLY
(to Lucy)

Who’s Amelia?

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. SIDE YARD (1987) - TWILIGHT

Brian climbs up the Oak tree to a small TREE HOUSE.  

INT. TREE HOUSE (1987) - CONTINUOUS

It’s small and bare save for a few “Mad” magazines.  Brian 
removes a small wood shingle on the wall to reveal an EYE 
HOLE.  

EYEHOLE POV:

JESSICA, Brian’s next-door neighbor is in her BEDROOM.  She 
goes back and forth between looking through her telescope and 
looking at a map of the universe on her wall.

Jessica now looks through her telescope.  She starts lowering 
the telescope slowly until it’s focused RIGHT AT BRIAN.

Brian jumps back and quickly puts the wood shingle over the 
eyehole.  Freaked out, he climbs out of the tree house.

EXT. TREE HOUSE (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Brian climbs down the tree.  He looks over to JESSICA’S 
WINDOW; her blinds are CLOSED.

BRIAN
(to himself)

Crap.

As he walks toward the house the CAMERA MOVES away from him 
and across the front yard to find HOLLIS--

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - TWILIGHT

Waiting in the yard with a twenty-dollar bill.

Several NEIGHBORS walk by on the sidewalk, some with 
strollers, some with dogs, but no one says hello.

HOLLIS
(to herself)

Hello.  Hi there.

A BEAUTIFUL WOMAN, 30s with long dark hair, walks straight up 
to Hollis--a little too close.
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BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Hello.

HOLLIS
...hi.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Welcome to The Oaks.

HOLLIS
(very moved)

Thank you.  You’re the first person 
to say that.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
It’s because no one likes you. 

Hollis looks like a deer caught in headlights.

HOLLIS
Excuse me?

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
You’re making too much noise.

HOLLIS
...oh I--we’re so sorry, I promise 
we’ll do--

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
It’s okay I don’t care.  Why are 
you standing outside?

Hollis keeps getting thrown off-balance by this Woman.

HOLLIS
Well, we ordered pizza then we 
realized we took our address down 
to repaint so I--

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Why did you move here?

HOLLIS
...um, my husband grew up in The 
Oaks.  We were living in the city 
and when I got pregnant he--

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
I want to get pregnant.

HOLLIS
...okay.
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BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
What’s your name?

HOLLIS
Hollis.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
What’s your husband’s name?

HOLLIS
Dan.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
What kind of pizza did you order?

HOLLIS
Vegetable.

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Are you a vegetarian?

HOLLIS
No.

The Woman looks confused.  She tries to understand why a non-
vegetarian would order a vegetarian pizza.

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
...What’s your name?

BEAUTIFUL WOMAN
Jessica.

HOLLIS
Do you live nearby?

JESSICA
I live next door.

Jessica points to her house on the other side of the Oak 
tree.

HOLLIS
Oh my gosh.  It’s so great to meet 
you!

JESSICA
Why?

HOLLIS
...because you’re our next-door 
neighbor!  How long have you lived 
here?
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JESSICA
Since nineteen-eighty-one, but I’m 
moving out on my own once I acquire 
independent living skills.

Dan walks up to them.

DAN
Did the pizza come?

HOLLIS
No, but this is Jessica, our next- 
door neighbor.   

As soon as Dan sees her something changes in his demeanor.  

DAN
Hey, Dan, nice to meet you.

JESSICA
You look familiar.

DAN
...do I?

JESSICA
We went to school together.

Hollis begins to notice the change in Dan.

DAN
...did we?

JESSICA
Your last name is Gould.

Dan and Hollis look at each other.

DAN
Yeah.  It is.  Wow.  Crazy.

A DOMINOES PIZZA CAR drives by.  

DAN (CONT’D)
Damn, there he goes.

Dan runs after the car.

DAN (CONT’D)
Wait!  Hold up!

OFF HOLLIS...
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INT. KITCHEN (1987) - NIGHT

Lucy gets a glass of water from the fridge.  Frank and Molly 
are at the stove whispering.

MOLLY
She doesn’t want to talk about it.  
She says she’s not feeling well.

FRANK
Do you want me to talk to her?

MOLLY
I don’t know.  Can it wait until 
tomorrow?  

FRANK
This is a big deal Molly.

MOLLY
I know, I just...

Suddenly they hear WATER SPLASHING.  Molly and Frank turn to 
see Lucy at the fridge, her water glass FULL and OVERFLOWING 
with water.  The water pours onto the floor but Lucy just 
lets the water keep running.

FRANK
Lucy!

Frank runs over and takes the glass out of her hand.  Lucy 
looks at him like nothing’s happened.

LUCY
What’s wrong?

Frank looks at Molly...

EXT. ST. MARY’S (1967) - NIGHT

A beautiful stone Catholic Church built in 1803.

INT. ST. MARY’S (1967) - NIGHT 

Father Maloney’s office.  FATHER MALONEY, a robust man of 
sixty, sits behind his desk glaring at Sarah and Mike.  He 
didn’t invent Catholic Guilt but he keeps up the tradition 
admirably.
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FATHER MALONEY
How long has it been?

SILENCE.

FATHER MALONEY (CONT’D)
Since the death of your child?

SILENCE.

MIKE
Three months.

FATHER MALONEY
What are your plans?

MIKE
...plans?

FATHER MALONEY
For having more children.

Mike and Sarah don’t dare look at each other.

MIKE
...we haven’t talked about it.

FATHER MALONEY
What’s to talk about?

Father Maloney gives a sly smile to Mike.

FATHER MALONEY (CONT’D)
The Catechism tells us married love 
is ordered to the procreation of 
offspring. 

SILENCE.  Sarah can’t believe this is happening.

SARAH
Father, you said I could talk to 
you about...what’s happening to 
me...to us...and--

FATHER MALONEY
Isn’t that what we’re talking about 
now?  Your future as husband and 
wife?

SARAH
Yes but...I don’t think I’m ready 
to...we don’t even talk how can we--
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MIKE
Sarah.

SARAH
We don’t.

FATHER MALONEY
This is exactly what I’m speaking 
to.  

Sarah and Mike look like confused kids, not husband and wife.

FATHER MALONEY (CONT’D)
Having another child is the way 
back to each other.

SARAH
...I’m...I want to Father but...

FATHER MALONEY
There are only two reasons marriage 
was instituted, that we may live 
chastely and that we may become 
parents.  You are not using your 
marriage properly, which is why you 
are suffering.   

Sarah looks to Mike for help but he offers none.  She looks 
at Father Maloney and slowly nods in agreement.

FATHER MALONEY (CONT’D)
Good.  You’ll see I’m right.  Let 
us pray.

We PAN UP the wall to a CRUCIFIX.  We STAY ON Jesus’ 
suffering as they pray.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (1987) - NIGHT

Molly sits on the bed putting on cream.  Frank undresses, 
leaving his clothes all over the floor.

FRANK
She’ll be okay.

MOLLY
Yeah.

FRANK
You’ll talk to her in the morning.

Molly nods.
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Frank sits down on the bed and starts kissing her.

MOLLY
What are you doing?

Still kissing her.

FRANK
What does it look like I’m doing?

Molly stops him.

FRANK (CONT’D)
What?  You said you wanted to.  

MOLLY
That was before everything with 
Lucy happened.  

(then)
Are you even in the mood?

FRANK
...not really but...this morning 
you seemed really intent...

MOLLY
I’m not anymore.  I’m sorry honey.

BEAT.  They both settle into bed.

FRANK
You could have told me.  

MOLLY
What?

FRANK
That we weren’t gonna do it.

MOLLY
Seriously?  Why?

FRANK
Someone brought in homemade 
brownies and I would have had a 
couple if...you know...I knew.

Molly looks at him like he’s crazy.

MOLLY
I should have called you at the 
office to cancel sex so you could 
stuff yourself with brownies?
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Frank realizes the hole he dug himself in.

FRANK
No, I mean, never mind, I just 
meant that I was thinking about it 
today.  Being with you.  That’s 
all.

BEAT.  Now Molly feels bad.

MOLLY
...You still want to?

FRANK
I don’t know.  Do you?

MOLLY
I don’t know.  

They each wait for the other to initiate something.  To feel 
something.  But neither of them does.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
We can if you want.

FRANK
Whatever you want.

MOLLY
No, whatever you want.

They continue to look at each other.  Not really knowing what 
to do next.

FRANK
Maybe tomorrow?

MOLLY
...okay.

FRANK
Love you.

MOLLY
Love you too.

A quick kiss on the lips and they go to sleep.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (2007) - NIGHT

Dan and Hollis unpack, walking in and out of their closets.  
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DAN
What about Molly?

HOLLIS
Molly’s too whishy washy.

DAN
Penelope?

HOLLIS
I like Penelope but I don’t like 
Pen or Penny, which she’ll get 
called.

DAN
How about Fin?

HOLLIS
Like what dolphins have?

DAN
No, like the character in Greek 
mythology.

HOLLIS
That’s Pan.  

DAN
Whatever.  Fin.  What do you think?

HOLLIS
Too ethereal.

DAN
Okay then what about Pan?

HOLLIS
No.

He takes out a framed photo from a box.

DAN
Let’s just call her frame.  Or box.

HOLLIS
What about Jessica?

Dan stops what he’s doing.

DAN
No.
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HOLLIS
Why not?

DAN
Name our child after our retarded 
next-door neighbor?

HOLLIS
Dan.

DAN
What?  You’re the one who wants to 
get tested so we don’t have a kid 
with disabilities.  

SILENCE.  Dan knows he went too far.

DAN (CONT’D)
I’m sorry.  I’m just stressed.

Dan continues unpacking as Hollis watches him.

HOLLIS
She seemed to remember you.

DAN
...yeah.

HOLLIS
Do you remember her?

Dan looks at her.

DAN
No.

EXT. FRONT YARD (1987) - DAY

Brian waits for the bus.  The SHORT BUS comes and stops in 
front of Jessica’s house.  She’s not there and the bus 
leaves.  After the bus has driven away Jessica runs out of 
her house but it’s too late.

She walks over to Brian, who tries to remain calm.

JESSICA
I missed my bus.

BRIAN
Yeah.
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JESSICA
I’m going to take your bus.

BRIAN
Okay.

JESSICA
I know you watch me.

Brian doesn’t say anything; he’s so paralyzed with fear.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
It’s okay.  I don’t mind.

Brian still says nothing.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
I like it.

Brian’s BUS pulls up in front of them.

I/E. BUS (1987) - DAY

Jessica sits at the front of the Bus.  Brian watches her from 
a few rows back.  She turns around to look at him and he 
looks out the window.  Jessica, upset, turns to the BOY 
sitting across from her.

JESSICA
Hi.

BOY
Hi.

JESSICA
I missed my bus.

The Boy just nods, “sorry”.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
My name’s Jessica, what’s your 
name?

BOY
Dan.

She smiles at him.  He smiles back.

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM (1987) - DAY

The dryer rocks violently from side to side.  Molly puts 
detergent in the washing machine.  She turns on the water and 
shuts the lid.

INT. DEN (1987) - DAY

Molly pays bills.  She HEARS the water running upstairs.  She 
waits for it to turn off but it never does.  She decides it’s 
nothing and goes back to paying the bills.

INT. KITCHEN (1987) - DAY

Molly rinses a whole chicken in the sink.  She turns the 
water off and walks away to get some paper towels.  When she 
returns to the sink the WATER IS RUNNING.

Molly watches it for a BEAT; did she forget to turn it off?  
She tentatively reaches for the handle and shuts it off but 
the water KEEPS RUNNING.  

Molly shakes her head, just what she needed.  She goes 
underneath the sink and turns the water valve all the way 
off.

She comes out from under the sink but the water STILL RUNS.  
Molly just stares at it; the flow of water almost 
hypnotizing.

Then she realizes the water is still running upstairs as 
well.

MOLLY
(calling out)

Lucy?

No response.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
(louder)

Lucy?!

INT. STAIRWAY (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Molly walks up the stairs.
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MOLLY
Luce?

Nothing.

INT. UPSTAIRS BATHROOM (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Molly opens the door but Lucy isn’t there.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Molly walks into her bedroom.  Lucy’s not there.  But she 
HEARS WHISPERING coming from the bathroom.  Or is it just the 
water running?  She walks up to the closed bathroom door.

She puts her ear to the door.  The WHISPERING and the WATER 
become AMPLIFIED and DISTORTED.  She listens but can’t 
discern anything.

She tries to open the door but it’s locked.

MOLLY
Lucy?

No response.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Lucy, unlock this door right now.

Molly waits a BEAT.  Then we HEAR the door unlock.  

INT. MASTER BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

Molly opens her bathroom door.  Lucy sits on the edge of the 
tub.  The water level in the bathtub is so high it’s almost 
overflowing. 

MOLLY
Lucy that’s too high.

Molly turns off the water though it continues to DRIP.  Molly 
looks at Lucy who seems perfectly fine.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
What are you doing in here?

LUCY
I wanted to take a bath.
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MOLLY
In the middle of the day?

Lucy nods.  

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Do you still feel icky?

Lucy nods.  Molly sits down next to her.

Drip...drip...drip...

MOLLY (CONT’D)
...Honey, were you talking to 
someone?

Lucy shakes her head, no.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Were you talking to Amelia?

Drip...drip...drip...

MOLLY (CONT’D)
It’s okay, I won’t get mad.  

Lucy nods.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Is Amelia your friend?

Lucy nods.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Is Amelia here?  Right now?

Lucy nods.

Drip...drip...drip...

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Do you think I could talk to you 
alone?  Without Amelia?

Lucy shakes her head, no.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Why not?

LUCY
Because Amelia lives here.
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The washing machine BUZZER goes off downstairs.  Molly nearly 
jumps out of her skin.

BEAT.

MOLLY
Lucy, you know why you’re staying 
home today, right?  

Lucy nods.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Because of what Amelia told you to 
do.

Lucy nods.  

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Does Amelia tell you to do anything 
else?

Drip...drip...drip...

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Lucy?

OFF LUCY, scared to answer...

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (2007) - DAY

Tom and Dan stand in the hall.  Tom takes out his stud finder 
and puts it on the wall behind them.  The RED LIGHT goes on.

TOM
So here’s your stud.

He slides the stud finder across the wall until the RED LIGHT 
goes on again.

TOM (CONT’D)
Here’s another.  Twenty-four 
inches.

He slides it further across the wall until the RED LIGHT goes 
on.

TOM (CONT’D)
Here’s another at twenty-four.

He continues it along the wall but there’s no light.
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TOM (CONT’D)
Here’s where the next stud should 
be.

He keeps sliding the stud finder across the wall until the 
RED LIGHT appears.

TOM (CONT’D)
Here’s where it is.  At thirty-one 
inches.  After that it’s back to 
every twenty-four.

DAN
(not getting it)

So...?

TOM
So my guess is there used to be a 
door here.

DAN
To what?

BEAT.  Tom looks at the wall, then back to Dan.

TOM
How bad you wanna find out?

OFF DAN, not sure if he does.

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (2007) - MOMENTS LATER

A Construction Worker takes a SLEDGEHAMMER to the wall as Dan 
and Tom look on.  The CAMERA continues down the hall to...

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (1967) - NIGHT 

Sarah, in a nightgown, turns down the bed and lights several 
candles throughout the room.  She puts some photographs on 
Mike’s pillow as he comes in from the bathroom.

MIKE 
What’s going on?

SARAH
It looks nice, doesn’t it?

Mike, nervous, nods.  He sees the photos.
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MIKE
What are these?

SARAH
I found them in the closet today, 
they made me smile.

Mike, suspicious, goes through them.

INSERT PHOTO: Sarah and Mike riding a horse together.  She’s 
falling off and he’s holding on to her.

INSERT PHOTO: Sarah and Mike at the beach.  She has him 
buried up to his neck.

Mike smiles.

MIKE
I had sand on me for weeks.

SARAH
You were so mad.

MIKE
...Not really.

Sarah smiles.  Maybe Father Maloney was right.  This is the 
way back.  They both get into bed as Mike continues going 
through the photographs.

MIKE (CONT’D)
This is a good one.

He shows Sarah.

INSERT PHOTO:  Both of them in front of THIS HOUSE on the day 
they moved in.

SARAH
I was so nervous.  I never even had 
a brother, I had no idea what to 
expect.  No one prepares you for 
moving out of your parents’ house 
and into your husband’s house.

Mike puts the photos down.

MIKE
What are you doing?

SARAH
What do you mean?
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MIKE
Showing these to me.  What are you 
trying to do?

SARAH
...nothing.  They’re all...just 
happy pictures.  I thought...

She puts her hand on his and he pulls away from her.  Sarah 
looks down and sees the last picture Mike looked at.

INSERT PHOTO:  Sarah, Mike and a ONE YEAR OLD GIRL on a 
playground.

MIKE
What?  You thought what?

SARAH
I thought we could go back.  To who 
we used to be.

MIKE
There is no way back.  Not to that.

SARAH
But Father Maloney said--

MIKE
Those people don’t exist anymore.  
None of them. 

He gets up to leave.  

MIKE (CONT’D)
The only one of us that’s the 
same...is the one that’s gone.

He leaves Sarah alone, devastated.

PRELAP:  TELEPHONE RINGING

INT. KITCHEN (1987) - DAY

Molly takes the chicken out of oven as the PHONE RINGS.  It’s  
overcooked and she’s pissed.  The water in the sink is STILL 
RUNNING.  She gets the phone.

MOLLY
(on phone)

Hello?

INSERT WITH:
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INT. FRANK’S OFFICE - SAME TIME

Frank sits in his wood-paneled office at The Oaks Savings And 
Loan.

FRANK
(on phone)

There is a huge plate of chocolate 
chip cookies in the kitchen and I 
haven’t touched a single one.

MOLLY
...that’s great Frank.

FRANK
(lamely seductive)

You know what that means.

MOLLY
You really know how to get a girl 
in the mood.

FRANK
(singing)

“Tonight, Tonight, Tonight, oh oh-”

MOLLY
Good-bye.

She hangs up on him.  The water in the sink STOPS RUNNING.  
Molly stares at the faucet--waiting for it to turn back on.  
It never does.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (2007) - LATER

Dan paces.  He takes out his cell, debates whether or not to 
make the call.   

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. MORRIS/BRIGHT OFFICES - SAME TIME

Hollis is at her computer wearing a headset.

HOLLIS
Hey babe.

DAN
(on cell)

You need to come home.
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HOLLIS
I’ve got dinner with--

DAN
(on cell)

Cancel it.

HOLLIS
What’s wrong?

DAN
(on cell)

...just come home.

OFF DAN...

EXT. SIDE YARD (1987) - NIGHT

Brian stares at the tree house.  He debates whether or not to 
go up.   

EXT. JESSICA’S HOUSE (1987) - MOMENTS LATER

Brian walks up to Jessica’s house and rings the doorbell.  
He’s horribly nervous.

JESSICA’S MOTHER, 50s, long grey hair, wearing a nightgown, 
opens the door.

BRIAN
Is Jessica home?

JESSICA’S MOTHER
Hello Brian, I haven’t seen you in 
a while.

BRIAN
(uncomfortable)

Yeah.
(then)

Is Jessica home?

JESSICA’S MOTHER
She’s studying with a friend.

Brian looks stunned.  And crestfallen.

JESSICA’S MOTHER (CONT’D)
Did you want me to get her?
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BRIAN
...No.

Brian walks back to his house where--

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - NIGHT  

Dan sits on the porch.  Hollis’ car pulls up into the 
driveway.  She gets out.  They look at each other, not saying 
anything.

INT. STAIRWAY (2007) - CONTINUOUS

They slowly walk up the stairs as if neither of them wants to 
get to the top.

INT. UPSTAIRS HALL (2007) - CONTINUOUS

A GIANT HOLE is cut out of the wall.  The size and shape of a 
DOOR FRAME.  Hollis walks through the wall, with Dan 
following behind her.

INT. BEHIND THE WALL (2007) - CONTINUOUS

It’s a baby’s nursery.   

What was once a window has been boarded up and sealed.  
Flowered wallpaper peels off the walls.  A mobile of the 
galaxy hangs from the ceiling.  There’s a small crib, 
changing table and rocking chair.  A large armoire is against 
the wall filled with stuffed animals and FRAMED PHOTOS.

Dan and Hollis walk around the room in SILENCE.

Hollis looks at a photograph.

INSERT PHOTO:  Sarah, Mike and a ONE YEAR OLD GIRL on a 
playground.

Hollis can’t look at it anymore.  She turns around and there 
on the wall, over of the crib, in small block letters it 
says:

AMELIA’S ROOM

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. AMELIA’S ROOM (2007) - NIGHT

Hollis sits in the rocking chair.  Dan stands at the door.  
After an unbearable SILENCE...

DAN
It could be an exercise room.

Hollis shoots him a look.

DAN (CONT’D)
You said you wanted one.

Hollis just looks at him.  Dan knows better than to continue 
with this line of thought.

HOLLIS
What do you think happened?

Dan shakes his head, “I don’t know.”

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
I feel so lucky.

DAN
...lucky?

HOLLIS
Just to be pregnant.  To have this 
life inside me.  

Dan nods, understanding.

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
You were right.  About not wanting 
to do the amnio.  Or anything 
invasive.

DAN
I was?

HOLLIS
Why risk even a single percent?
Life is fragile enough, isn’t it?  
And if something was wrong...would 
we really...?

DAN
I want you to take the tests.
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Hollis doesn’t understand.

DAN (CONT’D)
I’ve been thinking about it.  I 
don’t want a disabled child.  I 
know that’s...horrible to say but I 
don’t think I can do it.

HOLLIS
But you were so against it, what 
made you--?

DAN
I guess...seeing Jessica?  Still 
living in the same house.  Still 
being cared for by her mother.  I 
remember her now.  There were 
stories about her inviting boys up 
to her room... 

(then)
If that were our child...I would 
have killed those boys.  I would 
have hunted them down and killed 
them.  We’re supposed to protect 
our children.  How much harder 
would it be if they were...and 
who’s going to protect them when 
we’re gone?

Hollis goes to him, they hold each other.

HOLLIS
We still have the appointment.

Dan nods.  It’s decided.

EXT. SIDE YARD (1987) - NIGHT

Brian climbs up the tree to the tree house.

INT. TREE HOUSE (1987) - CONTINUOUS

Brian takes out the wood plank over the eyehole.

BRIAN’S POV:

Jessica is in her bedroom.  She’s talking to a boy whose face 
we don’t see.  Jessica leans over and kisses him.  The boy 
pulls away.  Jessica kisses him again and this time he kisses 
her back.
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Jessica gets up and goes to the window.

She looks STRAIGHT AT BRIAN.

The boy turns around and we see who it is for the first time.  
It’s DAN.

Jessica shuts the blinds.

INT. DINING ROOM (1967) - NIGHT

Sarah and Mike are seated at the table with Mike’s parents 
LILITH and WILLIAM (50s). 

WILLIAM
(to Mike)

How’s everyone treating you on the 
floor?

MIKE
Just fine.

WILLIAM
Good.  I told them no special 
treatment.

MIKE
...no, Sir.

Uncomfortable SILENCE.  Lilith talks just to talk.

LILITH
Have you gone back to work Sarah?

SARAH
No Ma’am. 

Lilith and William exchange a look.

LILITH
No rush.

(BEAT)
Maybe you won’t need to.

Mike looks at Sarah struggle with that statement.  He tries 
to deflect the focus away from her.

MIKE
(to William, jocular)

Does that mean you’re giving me a 
raise?
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LILITH
I meant that maybe Sarah will...

MIKE
(stop)

I know what you meant.  

LILITH
(to Sarah)

You’re still young--

MIKE
Mom.

WILLIAM
Let your mother speak.

LILITH
(to Sarah)

You’ve changed, Sarah.  I can see 
that.  I know you won’t make the 
same mistake again.  

Sarah freezes.

LILITH (CONT’D)
You’ve learned your lesson.

Sarah looks to Mike for help but he’s under his father’s 
thumb.

LILITH (CONT’D)
Next time you’ll be more careful.  
More cautious.

Sarah tries to hold herself together.

LILITH (CONT’D)
We so want to be grandparents 
again.  We feel like it was taken 
away from us.  If Michael wasn’t 
our only child--

MIKE
Get out.

The air is sucked out of the room.  Everyone turns to him.

WILLIAM
Excuse me?

MIKE
Get out now.
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WILLIAM
Son, you don’t speak to us that 
way.

Mike stands up.

MIKE
Don’t you dare come to this house 
and tell us what was taken away 
from you.  And don’t you dare blame 
my wife.

Sarah looks at him, amazed.

William stands up.  He towers over his son.  

WILLIAM
(to Lilith)

Let’s go.

Lilith stands up.  She and William walk out of the room.

Sarah and Mike don’t move.  

INT. MASTER BATHROOM (1987) - NIGHT  

Molly looks at herself in the mirror.  She’s wearing sexy 
negligee.  It doesn’t feel right.  Frank comes in and 
embraces her from behind.  He kisses her neck, smiles at her.  
We think he’s going to take her right now.  Instead he starts 
brushing his teeth.

QUICK CUTS OF Frank and Molly getting ready for sex:

Molly washes her face.

Frank uses mouthwash.

Molly applies astringent.  

Frank plays with his gut.

Molly plucks a hair from her chin.

Frank trims his toenails.  

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (1987) - NIGHT

Molly and Frank climb into bed.  They take each other in, 
smile nervously.  They start kissing.  Frank climbs on top of 
her.
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MOLLY
Wait--

FRANK
Yeah?

MOLLY
Can we just kiss for a little...?

FRANK
Sure, yeah.

They keep kissing.

MOLLY
Thanks for trimming your toenails.

They keep kissing.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
You look really handsome.

They keep kissing.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Do you want to say anything...?

FRANK
Like...?

MOLLY
...about the way I look, or...

FRANK
You look really nice.  Beautiful in 
fact.

Molly smiles.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Like the day I married you.  Like 
my bride.  All over again.

Frank climbs on top of her.

FRANK (CONT’D)
Do we need lube?

MOLLY
I’ll get it.

THE DOOR OPENS, light floods into the room.  Lucy stands in 
the doorway.
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Frank quickly gets off Molly.  They try to recover.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
What is it honey?

LUCY
I’m scared.

MOLLY
Well, come here.

FRANK
What’s wrong?

Lucy climbs into bed with them.

MOLLY
What are you scared of?

LUCY
Amelia.

Frank and Molly look at each other.

MOLLY
I thought Amelia was your friend.

LUCY
...I don’t think she is.

OFF MOLLY AND FRANK...

INT. DINING ROOM (1967) - NIGHT

Mike and Sarah sit in SILENCE.

SARAH
...thank you.

Mike just nods.

SARAH (CONT’D)
For being on my side.

Sarah gets up.  Walks over to him.

SARAH (CONT’D)
It’s true though.  They can’t stop 
blaming me.

MIKE
They will.
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SARAH
Will you?

BEAT.   

MIKE
I don’t blame you Sarah.

SARAH
Of course you do.

MIKE
No.

SARAH
It’s okay.  You don’t have to lie.

MIKE
I’m not.

SARAH
Just tell me.  

MIKE
I don’t.

SARAH
Then why can’t you even look at me?

Mike finally breaks, unleashing a flood of emotion he’s been 
holding back. 

MIKE
Because every time I look at you I 
see her.  Every time I touch you I 
feel her.  ...and then I just keep 
losing her.  Over and over.

SARAH
If I could I would trade my life 
for hers in a heartbeat.  I would 
erase every part of me if it 
brought her back.  But I can’t.  

MIKE
How can I...look at you...and see 
my wife again?  I don’t know how to 
see you anymore.  

He starts crying uncontrollably.  Sarah holds him.
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SARAH
Close your eyes.  

(BEAT)
Just close your eyes and you’ll see 
me.  

(BEAT)
I know I’m there.

They continue to hold each other.  The CAMERA CIRCLES around 
them and when we come back to the dining table--

INT. DINING ROOM (2007) - NIGHT

Hollis and Dan sit there eating take-out again.  

HOLLIS
When’s the kitchen ready?

DAN
Three weeks.  So probably more like 
six.

They eat in SILENCE.

HOLLIS
This is really morbid but...I love 
the name Amelia.

SILENCE.

DAN
Me too.

SILENCE.  They can’t believe they agree.

HOLLIS
(trying it out)

Amelia.

DAN
(trying it out)

Amelia.

They look at each other...Amelia it is.

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - MORNING

Mike digs a small ditch.  When he’s finished he puts down the 
shovel and walks OUT OF FRAME.  We stare at the tiny hole.  

The CAMERA moves away and into the--

EXT. FRONT YARD (1987) - MORNING

Brian walks down to the sidewalk.  Jessica is already there 
in front of her house. She doesn’t look at him.

BRIAN
(almost a whisper)

Hi Jessica.

Of course she didn’t hear him.  He gets up the courage and 
tries again.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
(louder)

Hi Jessica.

But Jessica’s bus arrives, drowning him out.  She gets on and 
the bus leaves.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
(to himself)

See you at school.

He feels like a loser.

PRELAP:

A TRACTOR REVVING UP.

The CAMERA moves away from Brian to--

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - MORNING

Tom sits in a TRACTOR warming up the motor.  

Dan walks out of the house.

DAN
(back to the house)

Babe, we’re late!
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HOLLIS (O.S.)
Coming!

Jessica walks toward him with a New York Times.

Tom, annoyed, has to stop the tractor.

DAN
...Hi.

JESSICA
Hi.

SILENCE.  

Hollis comes out to see both of them not speaking.

HOLLIS
What’s going on?

JESSICA
(re: the paper)

I don’t read the New York Times.

DAN
Oh.  I bet that’s ours.  They were 
going to start delivery today.

HOLLIS
We really need to put up an 
address.

JESSICA
You should read the 
Philadelphia Enquirer.

DAN (CONT’D)
You’re right.  Both of you.

JESSICA
Where are you going?

DAN
Just for...out.

Whether they knew it or not, Jessica was the last person they 
wanted to see right now.

HOLLIS
To see my doctor.

JESSICA
Are you sick?

HOLLIS
No.
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JESSICA
Is Dan sick?

DAN
No, we should--

JESSICA
Is the baby sick?

HOLLIS
No.

DAN
It’s routine.

JESSICA
What’s routine?

HOLLIS
We’re just making sure the baby’s 
okay.

JESSICA
She will be.

BEAT.  Dan and Hollis don’t know what to say.  Why would she 
say that?  How does she know it’s a girl?

JESSICA (CONT’D)
Bye Dan.

Jessica walks away.

JESSICA (CONT’D)
Bye Hollis.

Tom STARTS THE TRACTOR again.

OFF DAN AND HOLLIS...

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - MORNING

The small ditch.  Mike and Sarah walk INTO FAME carrying a 
small Oak tree no more than three feet tall.  They set the 
tree into the hole.  

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - MORNING

Tom drives the tractor through the front yard as a CAR stops 
in front of the house.
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Tom continues driving the tractor into the--

EXT. SIDE YARD (2007) - MORNING

The tractor heads straight for the GIANT OAK TREE.

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - MORNING

Mike and Sarah push dirt into the hole covering the small 
roots of the tree.

EXT. SIDE YARD (2007) - MORNING

The tractor is several yards away from toppling the tree.

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - MORNING

Mike and Sarah pat down the dirt.

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - MORNING

An OLDER WOMAN (60s) steps out of the car.  She looks at the 
house and then sees Dan and Hollis getting into their car.

OLDER WOMAN
(calling out to Dan)

Excuse me?  Do you live here?

DAN
Yes, I’m sorry but we’re running 
late--

OLDER WOMAN
I’m here for the interview.  For 
the baby nurse.  We spoke over the 
phone.

Hollis and Dan realize they forgot to cancel.

EXT. SIDE YARD (2007) - MORNING

The tractor is now several feet away from the tree.

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - MORNING

Sarah waters the tree as Mike looks on.
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EXT. SIDE YARD (2007) - MORNING

The tractor MAKES CONTACT with the tree--

INTERCUT WITH:

EXT. FRONT YARD (2007) - CONTINUOUS

Hollis SCREAMS IN PAIN.  She clutches her stomach.

The tractor’s metal CUTS into the tree.

Hollis SCREAMS again.

Dan and the Older Woman immediately rush to her side.

Tom, hearing Hollis, stops the tractor.

Hollis, tears streaming down her face, is able to take a 
BREATH for the first time.

DAN
Holl.

OLDER WOMAN
Where is it?

DAN
What’s happening?

OLDER WOMAN
Where’s the pain?

HOLLIS
(right side of abdomen)

...here.

OLDER WOMAN
Let’s get her inside.

INT. ENTRY WAY (2007) - CONTINUOUS

Dan carries Hollis inside, the Older Woman is right behind 
him.

OLDER WOMAN
Lay her down on the couch.  On the 
left side.  Check for any spotting.  
I’m going to run a bath.
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She goes up the stairs.

DAN
Is she okay?

OLDER WOMAN
She will be.

Dan watches her continue up the stairs then takes Hollis into 
the living room.

The CAMERA finds the WELCOME MAT at the front door, PUSHES 
IN.

A PAIR OF BROWN SHOES step onto the mat.

INT. ENTRY WAY (1987) - CONTINUOUS

STAY ON the shoes as they enter the house.  

The door closes.

INT. STAIRWAY (1987) - CONTINUOUS

STAY ON the shoes as they climb up the stairs.

INT. MASTER BEDROOM (1987) - CONTINUOUS

STAY ON the shoes as they enter the room.

Molly can be HEARD singing to herself o.s.

WE FOLLOW the shoes to the--

INT. MASTER BATHROOM (1987) - CONTINUOUS

The door opens and Molly almost LEAPS out of the bathtub.

MOLLY
OH MY GOD.

REVERSE to see FRANK.

FRANK
The front door was open.

MOLLY
Frank you scared the life out of 
me!
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FRANK
At least it was me.  Anyone could 
have walked right in.  Since when 
do you take baths?

MOLLY
I don’t know.  It was weird, I just 
felt--wait, what are you doing 
home?  

FRANK
I came home to have sex with you.

Molly starts laughing.

FRANK (CONT’D)
No.  I’m serious.

Molly stops laughing.

MOLLY
You can’t be.

FRANK
Why not?

MOLLY
Frank.  It’s sweet but...you can’t 
just...come home and...

He starts taking off his clothes.

MOLLY (CONT’D)
Frank.  Lucy’s in the next room 
probably being tormented by her 
imaginary friend--Frank stop taking 
off your clothes.  This isn’t a 
good time.

FRANK
It’s never a good time!  Ever.  And 
every time it could be a good time 
we always have an excuse why it’s 
not.  So we’re doing it now.  Even 
if it’s bad.  We’re doing it 
because we’re married and we love 
each other and frankly I’ve 
forgotten what it feels like.

BEAT.  Molly looks at her husband.

MOLLY
...Close the door.
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Frank closes the door.

Then Dan slowly opens the door REVEALING--

INT. MASTER BATHROOM (2007) - DAY

Hollis is in the bathtub.  The Older Woman is at her side.  
Dan is at the door.

DAN
How is she?

OLDER WOMAN
Better.  Much better.

HOLLIS
Come here.

Dan sits on the edge of the tub and takes her hand.

OLDER WOMAN
It’s called Round Ligament Pain.  
The round ligaments surround the 
uterus.  As her uterus grows, the 
ligaments stretch, occasionally 
causing sharp stabbing pains in the 
abdomen.

HOLLIS
I thought I was losing her.

DAN
I know.

HOLLIS
I prayed.  Can you believe it?

Dan tries to smile for her.

HOLLIS (CONT’D)
I said to God if you let me keep 
her, I swear I’ll never give her 
up.  No matter what.  No matter 
what we find out.  Just please, 
keep her safe.

DAN
Holl.

HOLLIS
And He did.
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DAN
...He did.

Dan looks at the Older Woman.  She smiles warmly.

INT. UPSTAIRS BATHROOM (1987) - DAY

Lucy puts the stopper in the drain and turns on the sink.  
She turns on the shower.

INT. DOWNSTAIRS BATHROOM (1987) - DAY

Lucy puts the stopper in the drain and turns on the sink.

INT. KITCHEN (1987) - DAY

Lucy stuff a towel in the drain and turns on the sink.

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM (1987) - DAY

Lucy turns on the washing machine.  She covers the drain and 
turns on the sink.

EXT. SIDE YARD (1987) - DAY

Lucy turns on the hose.  She watches the water flood the 
yard.

EXT. PORCH (2007) - DAY

Dan walks out with the Older Woman.

DAN
Clearly the job is yours.  If you 
want it.

She smiles.

OLDER WOMAN
We’ll speak later.  Take good care 
of her.

She turns to go.

DAN
How did you know?  That the only 
bathtub was upstairs?
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The Older Woman turns around, takes a BEAT.

OLDER WOMAN
...I used to live here.

OFF DAN...

EXT. SIDE YARD (1967) - DAY

Sarah sits next to the baby tree.  She feels comforted by it.  
She feels hopeful for the first time since Amelia died.

VOICE (O.S.)
...sarah...

She turns.  No one is there.  Only the Oaks swaying in the 
breeze.  But she knows she’s not alone.

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF PILOT
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